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Compound$name$ Type$ Supplier$ Catalogue$
number$
Vehicle$
Dexamethasone( Agonist( Tocris( 1126( Dimethyl(Sulfoxide(
(DMSO)(
Dexamethasone( Agonist( Sigma=Aldrich( D4902( 100%(Ethanol(




Agonist( ( ( Chloroform(
T0070907( Inhibitor( Tocris( 2301( DMSO(
Troglitazone( Agonist( GlaxoSmithKline(( ( DMSO(
Troglitazone( Agonist( Sigma=Aldrich( T2573( DMSO(

























































Y1050( Ureter( Nephrectomy( 60( Female(
Y1083( Ureter( Nephrectomy( 51( Female(
Y1129( Ureter( Nephrectomy( 61( ND(
Y1132( Ureter( Nephrectomy( 65( ND(
Y1193( Ureter( Nephrectomy( 73( Female(

















































































Total number of phagocytic mononuclear cells per field of view
Total number of mononuclear cells per field of view ×100
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Totalnumber of phagocytic mononuclear cellsin suspension















Ethics$code$ Donor$ID$ Sample$ID$ Volume$of$blood$
obtained$(mL)$
R0109! R0109C005! R0109C005C001! ND!
! R0109C003! R0109C003C003! ND!
10/H1313/93! 10/H1313/93C001! 10/H1313/93C001C001! 36!
! 10/H1313/93C002! 10/H1313/93C002C001! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C003! 10/H1313/93C003C001! 31!
! 10/H1313/93C004! 10/H1313/93C004C001! 30!
! 10/H1313/93C005! 10/H1313/93C005C001! 28!
! 10/H1313/93C006! 10/H1313/93C006C001! 26!
! 10/H1313/93C007! 10/H1313/93C007C001! 17.2!
! 10/H1313/93C008! 10/H1313/93C008C001! 21!
! 10/H1313/93C009! 10/H1313/93C009C001! 29!
! 10/H1313/93C010! 10/H1313/93C010C001! 29.5!
! 10/H1313/93C001! 10/H1313/93C001C002! 21!
! 10/H1313/93C002! 10/H1313/93C002C002! 30.2!
! 10/H1313/93C003! 10/H1313/93C003C002! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C011! 10/H1313/93C011C001! 29!
! 10/H1313/93C008! 10/H1313/93C008C002! 30!
! 10/H1313/93C005! 10/H1313/93C005C002! 31!
! 10/H1313/93C012! 10/H1313/93C012C001! 31!
! 10/H1313/93C013! 10/H1313/93C013C001! 30!
! 10/H1313/93C014! 10/H1313/93C014C001! 29.5!
! 10/H1313/93C015! 10/H1313/93C015C001! 30.5!
! 10/H1313/93C016! 10/H1313/93C016C001! 30.5!
! 10/H1313/93C003! 10/H1313/93C003C003! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C017! 10/H1313/93C017C001! 30!
! 10/H1313/93C012! 10/H1313/93C012C002! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C001! 10/H1313/93C001C003! 29.5!
! 10/H1313/93C005! 10/H1313/93C005C003! 30.5!
! 10/H1313/93C015! 10/H1313/93C015C002! 29.5!
! 10/H1313/93C014! 10/H1313/93C014C002! 30!
! 10/H1313/93C018! 10/H1313/93C018C001! 30!




! 10/H1313/93C019! 10/H1313/93C019C001! 28.4!
! 10/H1313/93C020! 10/H1313/93C020C001! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C021! 10/H1313/93C021C001! 30!
! 10/H1313/93C013! 10/H1313/93C013C002! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C022! 10/H1313/93C022C001! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C023! 10/H1313/93C023C001! 32.5!
! 10/H1313/93C024! 10/H1313/93C024C001! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C025! 10/H1313/93C025C001! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C008! 10/H1313/93C008C003! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C004! 10/H1313/93C004C002! 31!
! 10/H1313/93C006! 10/H1313/93C006C002! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C017! 10/H1313/93C017C002! 22!
! 10/H1313/93C026! 10/H1313/93C026C001! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C024! 10/H1313/93C024C002! 33!
! 10/H1313/93C022! 10/H1313/93C022C002! 33!
! 10/H1313/93C021! 10/H1313/93C021C002! 33!
! 10/H1313/93C027! 10/H1313/93C027C001! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C012! 10/H1313/93C012C003! 33!
! 10/H1313/93C028! 10/H1313/93C028C001! 33!
! 10/H1313/93C002! 10/H1313/93C002C003! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C023! 10/H1313/93C023C002! 30!
! 10/H1313/93C014! 10/H1313/93C014C003! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C020! 10/H1313/93C020C002! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C018! 10/H1313/93C018C002! 33!
! 10/H1313/93C016! 10/H1313/93C016C003! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C029! 10/H1313/93C029C001! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C009! 10/H1313/93C009C002! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C030! 10/H1313/93C030C001! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C006! 10/H1313/93C006C003! 31.5!
! 10/H1313/93C021! 10/H1313/93C021C003! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C017! 10/H1313/93C017C003! 32!
! 10/H1313/93C024! 10/H1313/93C024C003! 32!
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MAC387( ✓( ✓( (
CD68( ✓( ✓( ✓(
HLA<DR(  ✓ ✓ 
CD3( ( ✓( (
CD80( ( ✓( ✓(
CD163( ✓( ✓( ✓(
αSMA( ( ✓( (
CD34( ( ✓( (
CD117( ( ( ✓(
Arginase(I( ✓( ( (




PPARγ( ( ✓( ✓(
Ki67( ( ✓( (




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CD36! PPARG::RXRA!! 0.88!! 54!! 68!! CCAGGCCAGAGTGCA!!
CD163! NR3C1!! 0.86!! 1168!! 1185!! AGGGAAATCCTGTCCTTT!!
Glucocorticoid!
receptor!
NI! NI! !NI! NI! NI!
PPAR!gamma! PPARG::RXRA!! 0.87!! 640!! 654!! GGGAGGCAGAGGTTA!!
NR3C1!! 0.88! 1678!! 1695!! TGGAGCATACTGTTCTGG!!
NR3C1!! 0.85!! 1679!! 1696!! CAGAACAGTATGCTCCAG!!
CD11b! NI! NI! NI! NI! NI!
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The(increase(in(CD163+(cell(number(following(stimulation(with(the(PPARγ(agonist,(
troglitazone(was(further(quantified(using(flow(cytometric(analysis.(Previously,(
approximately(17%(of(CD11b+(monocyte-derived(macrophages(were(shown(to(be(CD163hi(
when(cultured(in(medium(only(and(analysed(by(flow(cytometry((Figure(5-12).(Following(
stimulation(of(PPARγ(with(troglitazone(for(48(hours(and(culture(of(a(further(nine(days(in(
control(medium,(36.1%(of(CD11b+(monocyte-derived(macrophages(were(positive(for(
CD163((Figure(5-21).(These(cells(could(also(be(more(clearly(defined(as(CD163+.(A(
population(of(CD11b+(cells(that(did(not(express(CD163(following(treatment(with(the(PPARγ(
agonist(was(observed(both(by(immunofluorescence((figure(5-20)(and(flow(cytometry(
(Figure(5-21).(
(
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Figure$5A21.$Flow$cytometric$analysis$of$CD11b+$monocyteAderived$macrophages$
following$activation$of$PPARγ .!Day!11!monocyte:derived!macrophages!from!donor!017:
003!were!harvested!for!flow!cytometric!analysis!following!activation!of!PPARγ!for!48!hours!
with!complete!PBMC!medium!containing!troglitazone!followed!by!culture!for!a!further!nine!
days!in!DMSO!control!medium.!The!cells!were!labelled!with!APC!conjugated!anti:CD11b!
and!FITC:conjugated!anti:CD163!antibodies.!FS!Lin!and!SS!Lin!plots!and!gating!of!live!cells!
can!be!found!in!appendix!IV:XVIII.!Analysis!regions!for!CD11b,!CD163!labelling!were!set!
using!the!fluorescent!profiles!of!the!APC:IgG!and!FITC:IgG!isotype!controls!(left!dot!plot).$
!
5.10.2$Modulation$of$CD163$expression$by$inhibition$of$PPARγ $function$
To!further!investigate!the!potential!role!for!PPARγ!in!regulating!CD163!expression,!the!
nuclear!receptor!was!pharmacologically!inhibited!using!T0070907.!Inhibition!of!PPARγ!
function!had!a!profound!effect!on!the!morphology!of!the!monocyte:derived!macrophages.!
Culture!in!the!presence!of!the!PPARγ!antagonist!resulting!in!the!macrophages!becoming!
elongated!in!morphology!compared!to!a!more!rounded!‘fried!egg’!morphology!observed!
when!cultured!in!complete!PBMC!medium!only!(Figure!5:22).!
!
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Figure$5A22.$Phase$contrast$images$of$day$11$monocytesAderived$macrophages$cultured$
either$in$control$medium$or$in$the$presence$of$T0070907.$Monocyte:derived!macrophages!
from!donor!013:002!were!cultured!on!a!glass!substrate!in!complete!PBMC!medium!in!the!
absence!(control!medium)!or!in!complete!PBMC!medium!in!the!presence!of!T0070907.!
!
In!concordance!with!the!observation!that!T0070907!treatment!up:regulated!the!‘pro:
inflammatory’!marker!CD80!by!monocyte:derived!macrophages,!PPARγ!inhibition!showed!a!
loss!of!expression!of!CD163!by!the!subpopulation!by!monocyte:derived!macrophages!
(Figure!5:23).!Furthermore,!in!the!presence!of!T0070907,!the!glucocorticoid!receptor!
agonist,!dexamethasone!failed!to!up:regulate!CD163!expression,!indicating!that!the!
glucocorticoid!receptor:mediated!up:regulation!of!CD163!was!dependent!on!PPARγ!
activation!(Figure!5:23).!Again!a!greater!number!of!CD163+!cells!were!observed!following!
PPARγ!activation!with!troglitazone!(Figure!5:23,!I).!
!
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Figure$5A23.$The$effect$of$PPARγ $activation$and$inhibition$and$glucocorticoid$receptor$
activation$on$the$expression$of$CD163$by$day$11$monocyteAderived$macrophages.$Day!11!
monocyte:derived!macrophages!from!donor!012:003!were!cultured!in!complete!PBMC!
medium!containing!either!DMSO!control!for!11!days!(A:C),!T0070907!for!11!days!(D:F),!
troglitazone!for!48!hours!followed!by!nine!days!in!DMSO!control!medium!(G:I),!
dexamethasone!for!11!days!(J:L)!or!dexamethasone!in!the!presence!of!T0070907!for!11!
days!(M:O).!Fixed!cells!were!immunolabelled!for!CD163!expression!and!all!images!captured!
at!the!same!exposure,!set!using!the!control!cells.!32:bit!greyscale!images!were!merged!as!
previously!described.!Scale!bar!represents!100!microns.!
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To!determine!the!pattern!of!the!PPARγ:dependent!changes!in!CD80!and!CD163!expression,!
an!earlier!time!point!was!investigated.!Inhibition!of!PPARγ!with!T0070907!for!six!days!and!
immunofluorescence!labelling!of!CD80!showed!a!marked!increase!in!immunofluorescence!
which!corresponded!to!an!increase!in!CD80!expression!as!observed!at!day!11!(Figure!5:24).!
Monocyte:derived!macrophages!stimulated!for!48!hours!with!troglitazone!followed!by!
culture!for!a!further!four!days!in!control!medium!did!not!show!a!loss!in!CD80!
immunolabelling!as!observed!at!day!11!(Figure!5:24).!This!observation!was!consistent!for!
two!donors!(Appendix!IV:XIX).!
!
!
Figure$5A24.$The$effect$of$PPARγ $activation$and$inhibition$on$CD80$expression$by$
monocyteAderived$macrophages.$Day!6!monocyte:derived!macrophages!from!donor!017:
002!were!cultured!in!complete!PBMC!medium!containing!either!DMSO!control!for!6!days!
(A:C),!T0070907!for!6!days!(D:F),!troglitazone!for!48!hours!followed!by!four!days!in!DMSO!
control!medium!(G:I).!Fixed!cells!were!immunolabelled!for!CD80!expression!and!all!images!
captured!at!the!same!exposure,!set!using!the!control!cells.!32:bit!greyscale!images!were!
merged!as!previously!described.!Scale!bar!represents!100!microns.!
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Immunofluorescence!labelling!of!monocyte:derived!macrophages!cultured!in!control!
medium!for!six!days!showed!a!subpopulation!of!CD163+!cells!as!observed!at!the!day!11!
time!point!(Figure!5:25).!CD163!expression!was!absent!at!day!six!in!the!presence!of!
T0070907!(Figure!5:25).!In!line!with!the!distinct!difference!in!CD80!expression!at!day!six!
compared!to!day!eleven!following!PPARγ!activation,!no!qualitative!difference!in!CD163!
expression!by!monocyte:derived!macrophages!was!observed!at!day!six!following!48!hours!
of!troglitazone!treatment.!Dexamethasone!also!maintained!the!ability!to!up:regulate!
CD163!expression!in!the!presence!of!T0070907!(Figure!5:25).!This!observation!was!
consistent!for!two!donors!(Appendix!IV:XX).!
!
! !
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Figure$5A25.$The$effect$of$PPARγ $activation$and$inhibition$and$glucocorticoid$receptor$
activation$on$the$expression$of$CD163$by$day$six$monocyteAderived$macrophages.$Day!6!
monocyte:derived!macrophages!from!donor!017:002!were!cultured!in!complete!PBMC!
medium!containing!either!DMSO!control!for!11!days!(A:C),!T0070907!for!11!days!(D:F),!
troglitazone!for!48!hours!followed!by!nine!days!in!DMSO!control!medium!(G:I),!
dexamethasone!for!11!days!(J:L)!or!dexamethasone!in!the!presence!of!T0070907!for!11!
days!(M:O).!Fixed!cells!were!immunolabelled!for!CD163!expression!and!all!images!captured!
at!the!same!exposure,!set!using!the!control!cells.!32:bit!greyscale!images!were!merged!to!
produce!colour!images.!Scale!bar!represents!100!microns.!
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Flow!cytometric!analysis!was!used!to!determine!if!the!whole!population!of!monocyte:
derived!macrophages!treated!with!T0070907!was!negative!for!CD163!expression!at!day!six!
in!culture.!Monocyte:derived!macrophages!at!day!six!were!gated!based!on!FS!Lin!and!SS!Lin!
as!previously!described!and!CD163!expression!determined!by!the!comparison!between!the!
cells!labelled!with!the!primary!antibody!and!cells!incubated!with!the!matched!
fluorochrome:conjugated!isotype!control!(Figure!5:26).!
Flow!cytometric!analysis!of!CD163!labelled!monocyte:derived!macrophages!revealed!a!
gradient!of!CD163!expression!as!previously!observed!at!day!eleven!and!agreed!with!the!
immunofluorescent!data!indicating!a!subpopulation!of!monocyte:derived!macrophages!
were!CD163hi!(Figure!5:26).!Culture!of!the!monocyte:derived!macrophages!in!the!presence!
of!T0070907!showed!a!complete!absence!of!CD163!labelling!at!the!day!six!time!point!
indicating!that!PPARγ!function!was!required!for!the!maintenance!of!the!CD163+!
population.!This!observation!was!reproducible!in!two!donors!in!two!independent!
experiments!(Figure!5:27).!
!
!
Figure$5A26.$Flow$cytometric$analysis$of$day$six$monocyteAderived$macrophages$cultured$
in$DMSO$control$medium.!Human!peripheral!blood!monocyte:derived!macrophages!from!
donor!012:003!were!cultured!for!six!days!in!DMSO!control!medium.!Monocyte:derived!
macrophages!were!gated!by!FS!Lin!and!SS!Lin!(left!dot!plots)!and!‘live’!cells!selected!
(Appendix!IV:XXI).!CD163!labelling!is!shown!in!histogram!format!(right!histogram).!The!red!
line!represents!CD163!labelling!and!the!grey!histogram!represents!isotype!control!labelling.!
! !
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!
Figure$5A27.$Flow$cytometric$analysis$of$CD163$expression$by$day$six$monocyteAderived$
macrophages$following$inhibition$of$PPARγ .!Human!peripheral!blood!monocyte:derived!
macrophages!from!two!independent!donors,!021:002!and!022:002,!were!cultured!for!six!
days!in!the!presence!of!T0070907.!Monocyte:derived!macrophages!were!gated!by!FS!Lin!
and!SS!Lin!(left!dot!plots)!and!‘live’!cells!selected!(Appendix!IV:XXII).!CD163!labelling!is!
shown!in!histogram!format!(right!histograms).!The!red!lines!represent!CD163!labelling!and!
the!grey!histogram!represents!isotype!control!labelling.!
!
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5.11$Results:$Modulation$of$nuclear$receptor$expression$
5.11.1$PPARγ $
To!determine!the!effects!of!the!PPARγ!and!glucocorticoid!receptor!agonists!and!inhibitors!
on!PPARγ!and!the!glucocorticoid!receptor!expression!and!localisation,!the!nuclear!
receptors!were!immunolabelled!and!imaged.!Fluorescent!immunolabelling!of!PPARγ!
indicated!a!mixture!of!cytoplasmic!and!nuclear!PPARγ!in!monocyte:derived!macrophages!
cultured!in!control!medium!for!11!days!however,!culture!in!the!presence!of!T0070907!
showed!intense!cytoplasmic!PPARγ!immunolabelling.!Treatment!of!monocyte:derived!
macrophages!with!troglitazone!for!48!hours!followed!by!culture!in!control!medium!for!a!
further!nine!days!also!showed!predominantly!cytoplasmic!PPARγ!and!very!little!presence!of!
PPARγ!within!the!nuclei!of!the!cells!(Figure!5:28).!Dexamethasone!treated!monocyte:
derived!macrophages!showed!intense!cytoplasmic!PPARγ!at!day!11!with!little!qualitative!
difference!between!dexamethasone!treatment!in!the!presence!or!absence!of!T0070907!
(Figure!5:28).!
!
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Figure$5A28.$The$effect$of$PPARγ $activation$and$inhibition$and$glucocorticoid$receptor$
activation$on$the$expression$of$PPARγ $by$day$11$monocyteAderived$macrophages.$Day!11!
monocyte:derived!macrophages!from!donor!012:003!were!cultured!in!complete!PBMC!
medium!containing!either!DMSO!control!for!11!days!(A:C),!T0070907!for!11!days!(D:F),!
troglitazone!for!48!hours!followed!by!nine!days!in!DMSO!control!medium!(G:I),!
dexamethasone!for!11!days!(J:L)!or!dexamethasone!in!the!presence!of!T0070907!for!11!
days!(M:O).!Fixed!cells!were!immunolabelled!for!PPARγ!and!images!captured!at!a!set!
exposure!and!merged!as!previously!described.!Scale!bar!represents!100!microns.!
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5.11.2$Glucocorticoid$receptor$
Fluorescent!imaging!of!glucocorticoid!receptor!immunolabelling!revealed!a!mixture!of!
cytoplasmic!and!nuclear!localised!receptor!in!the!DMSO!control!treated!monocyte:derived!
macrophages!at!day!11!(Figure!5:29).!The!culture!of!monocyte:derived!macrophages!in!the!
presence!of!T0070907!showed!a!loss!in!glucocorticoid!receptor!immunolabelling!by!the!
majority!of!cells!(Figure!5:29).!Conversely,!PPARγ!stimulation!with!troglitazone!showed!no!
qualitative!difference!in!glucocorticoid!receptor!expression.!Stimulation!of!the!
glucocorticoid!receptor!with!dexamethasone!showed!a!loss!of!glucocorticoid!receptor!
expression!in!agreement!with!the!observations!made!in!the!THP:1!cell!line!following!
treatment!with!dexamethasone!(Figure!5:17).!The!dexamethasone:stimulated!loss!of!
glucocorticoid!receptor!expression!was!independent!of!the!presence!of!T0070907.!Again,!
culture!of!monocyte:derived!macrophages!in!the!presence!of!dexamethasone!appeared!to!
show!a!loss!of!cells!compared!to!the!other!treatments!(Figure!5:29).!
!
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Figure$5A29.$The$effect$of$PPARγ $activation$and$inhibition$and$glucocorticoid$receptor$
activation$on$the$expression$of$the$glucocorticoid$receptor$by$day$11$monocyteAderived$
macrophages.$Day!11!monocyte:derived!macrophages!from!donor!012:003!were!cultured!
in!complete!PBMC!medium!containing!either!DMSO!control!for!11!days!(A:C),!T0070907!for!
11!days!(D:F),!troglitazone!for!48!hours!followed!by!nine!days!in!DMSO!control!medium!(G:
I),!dexamethasone!for!11!days!(J:L)!or!dexamethasone!in!the!presence!of!T0070907!for!11!
days!(M:O).!Fixed!cells!were!immunolabelled!for!GCR!and!images!captured!at!a!set!
exposure!and!merged!as!previously!described.!Scale!bar!represents!100!microns.$
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5.12$Results:$CD80$expression$by$monocyteAderived$macrophage$cultured$on$
different$substrates$
It!was!postulated!that!monocyte:derived!macrophages!seeded!onto!the!decellularised!
porcine!bladder!biological!scaffold!would!show!differential!expression!of!functional!
markers!compared!to!monocyte:derived!macrophages!seeded!onto!a!glass!substrate!and!
that!the!biomaterial!may!govern!the!monocyte:derived!macrophage!phenotype.!
Immunofluorescent!analysis!of!CD80!immunolabelling!of!day!11!monocyte:derived!
macrophages!from!multiple!donors!indicated!that!all!cells!showed!a!basal!level!of!CD80!
expression!when!cultured!on!a!glass!substrate!in!complete!PBMC!medium!only!(Figure!5:
30).!
!
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Figure$5A30.$Immunofluorescent$imaging$of$CD80$expression$by$day$11$monocyteAderived$
macrophages$from$multiple$donors$cultured$on$a$glass$substrate.!Monocyte:derived!
macrophages!from!three!independent!donors!013:002!(A:C),!022:001!(D:F)!and!023:001!
(G:I)!were!cultured!on!a!glass!substrate!for!11!days!in!complete!PBMC!medium.!Fixed!cells!
were!immunolabelled!for!CD80!and!captured!images!merged!as!previously!described.!Scale!
bar!represents!100!microns.!
!
Monocyte:derived!macrophages!cultured!on!the!porcine!bladder!biological!scaffold!
showed!intense!nuclear!localisation!of!PPARγ!and!an!absence!of!CD80!expression.!A!
heterogeneous!population!of!CD163!positive!and!negative!cells!was!still!observed!by!the!
macrophages!seeded!onto!the!porcine!bladder!matrix!as!observed!of!monocyte:derived!
macrophages!cultured!on!a!glass!substrate!for!multiple!donors!(Figure!5:31).!
!
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!
Figure$5A31.$Immunoperoxidase$labelling$of$PPARγ ,$CD80$and$CD163$expression$by$
monocyteAderived$macrophages$from$three$donors$cultured$on$the$porcine$bladder$
biological$scaffold$for$11$days.!Monocyte:derived!macrophages!from!three!independent!
donors!were!cultured!on!the!porcine!bladder!biological!scaffold!for!11!days!in!complete!
PBMC!medium.!Fixed!cell:biological!scaffold!constructs!were!processed!for!histology!and!
immunolabelled!for!PPARγ!(A,!D!and!G),!CD80!(E!and!H)!and!CD163!(C,!F!and!I)!expression.!
Scale!bar!represents!100!microns.!
!
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5.13%Discussion%
5.13.1%Cellular%expression%of%CD163%
CD163(has(been(described(as(being(exclusively(expressed(on(monocytes(and(mature(tissue(
macrophages((Pulford(et(al.,(1992;(Backé(et(al.,(1991).(Immunofluorescent(imaging(and(
flow(cytometric(analysis(showed(that(the(majority(of(CD11b+(peripheral(blood(monocytes(
expressed(CD163.(Reports(of(CD163(expression(by(human(monocytes(has(varied(from(
absent(by(human(monocytes((Van(den(Heuvel(et(al.,(1999)(or(<5%(by(human(CD14+(
monocytes((Philippidis(et(al.,(2004)(to(>99%(of(human(monocytes(reported(as(being(CD163(
positive((Sulahian(et(al.,(2000).(It(has(been(proposed(that(monocyte(CD163(expression(was(
dependent(on(the(antiUcoagulant(in(which(the(human(blood(was(collected((Moniuszko(et(
al.,(2006).(Work(by(Maniecki(and(colleagues(addressed(these(varied(reports(of(CD163(
expression(by(human(monocytes(and(determined(that(the(reported(expression(of(CD163(by(
monocytes(was(dependent(on(which(region(of(the(scavenger(receptor(the(antibody(clone(
recognised((Maniecki(et(al.,(2011).(Use(of(antiUCD163(antibodies(that(bind(to(the(NU
terminal(of(the(scavenger(receptor,(such(as(the(EDhu(antibody((Madsen(et(al.,(2004),(
showed(that(approximately(80%(of(CD14+(peripheral(blood(monocytes(were(CD163(
positive((Maniecki(et(al.,(2011),(which(agrees(with(observations(of(CD11b+(peripheral(blood(
monocytes(made(in(this(study.(Conversely,(the(RM3/1(antibody,(which(recognises(the(CU
terminal(domain(of(CD163((Madsen(et(al.,(2004),(failed(to(identify(any(CD163(expression(by(
CD14+(peripheral(blood(monocytes((Maniecki(et(al.,(2011).(Recent(evidence(has(suggested(
that(CD163(expression(may(vary(on(different(monocyte(subsets.(Classical(monocytes,(
defined(as(CD14hiCD16U,(were(reported(to(express(high(levels(of(CD163(mRNA(and(protein,(
while(CD14hiCD16+(monocytes(had(a(lower(level(of(CD163(protein(expression(and(
significantly(lower(CD163(mRNA(expression.(NonUclassical(CD14loCD16+(monocytes(were(
reported(to(be(negative(for(both(CD163(mRNA(and(protein((Tippett(et(al.,(2011).(This(
differential(expression(of(CD163(between(different(monocyte(subsets(may(explain(why(
only(80%(of(CD11b+(peripheral(blood(monocytes(isolated(were(observed(to(express(CD163.(
Following(culture(of(monocytes(to(macrophages(for(eight(days(in(the(presence(of(MUCSF(all(
monocytes(subsets(were(reported(to(be(able(to(express(CD163(however,(the(authors(failed(
to(comment(on(the(observation(that(not(all(monocyteUderived(macrophages(derived(from(
the(different(subsets(expressed(the(scavenger(receptor((Tippett(et(al.,(2011).(In(this(study,(
immunofluorescence(imaging(and(flow(cytometric(analysis(of(monocyteUderived(
macrophages(cultured(for(day(11(on(glass(indicated(that(some(cells(had(a(higher(propensity(
to(express(CD163(in(the(absence(of(exogenous(stimuli.(
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5.13.2$Modulation$of$cell$phenotype$by$PPARγ $
The!down:regulation!of!CD80!expression!in!response!to!a!PPARγ!agonists!and!enhanced!
expression!of!CD80!in!response!to!a!PPARγ!antagonist!has!previously!been!shown!in!CD14+!
monocyte:derived!dendritic!cells!(Szatmari!et!al.,!2007)!and!served!as!a!useful!control!for!
the!change!of!the!monocyte:derived!macrophage!phenotype!in!response!to!PPARγ!
activation!status.!PPARγ!activation!initiates!a!cascade!of!gene!transcription,!which!can!
govern!the!function!of!a!cell.!Here,!it!was!demonstrated!that!activation!of!PPARγ!resulted!
in!a!change!in!phenotype!of!the!macrophage!population,!as!shown!by!the!loss!of!CD80!
expression.!Activation!of!PPARγ!with!troglitazone!and!investigation!of!PPARγ!expression!
and!localisation!at!the!day!11!time!point!showed!predominantly!cytoplasmic!localisation.!
As!described!in!the!introduction!to!this!chapter,!upon!activation!PPARγ!translocates!to!the!
nucleus!to!initiate!or!suppress!transcription!of!target!gene.!Absence!of!PPARγ!in!the!nuclei!
of!cells!at!day!11!coupled!with!the!observed!loss!of!CD80!at!this!time!point!indicates!initial!
PPARγ!activation!can!govern!macrophage!phenotype!at!later!time!point.!Inhibition!of!
PPARγ!with!T0070907!dramatically!changed!the!morphology!of!the!cells!from!a!mixed!
population!of!macrophages!that!had!‘fried!egg’:like!morphology!or!elongated!morphology!
to!a!predominantly!elongated!or!spindle:like!morphology.!This!spindle:like!morphology!of!
in,vitro!human!monocyte:derived!macrophages!has!previously!been!associated!with!‘M2’:
type!macrophages!generated!with!M:CSF!(Verreck!et!al.,!2006),!however!inhibition!of!
PPARγ!in!this!study!was!associated!with!an!inflammatory!macrophage!phenotype.!This!
discrepancy!cannot!currently!be!explained.!Many!groups!have!used!different!stimulation!
periods!with!different!PPARγ!agonists,!ranging!from!hours!(Jiang!et!al.,!1998;!Szatmari!et!
al.,!2007;!Szanto!et!al.,!2010)!to!days!(Nencioni!et!al.,!2002)!before!harvesting!the!cells,!but!
all!investigations!maintained!the!monocyte:derived!cells!in!culture!in!the!presence!of!the!
PPARγ!agonist.!The!activation!of!PPARγ!through!treatment!with!the!PPARγ!agonist,!
troglitazone!for!48!hours!followed!by!culture!in!control!medium!for!a!further!nine!days!has!
not!previously!been!described.!In!addition,!this!study!showed!a!role!for!PPARγ!activation!in!
the!expression!of!the!macrophage!scavenger!receptor!CD163.!!
5.13.2.1%Regulation%of%CD163%by%PPARγ %
Bouhlel!et!al!investigated!the!association!between!PPARγ!activation!and!CD163!expression!
by!investigating!the!priming!of!alternate!‘M2’!macrophages!from!human!monocytes.!
Interleukin!4!was!used!to!differentiate!primary!human!monocytes!towards!an!‘M2’!anti:
inflammatory!lineage!and!the!expression!of!M2!associated!genes!was!then!compared!to!
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‘resting’!macrophages!(Bouhlel!et!al.,!2007).!CD163!mRNA!expression!was!down:regulated!
in!response!to!IL:4!(Bouhlel!et!al.,!2007).!Activation!of!PPARγ!in!‘resting’!macrophages!by!
either!GW1929!or!rosiglitazone!showed!no!significant!change!in!CD163!gene!expression.!In!
addition,!stimulation!of!PPARγ!in!primed!‘M2’!macrophages!with!GW1929!showed!a!
significant!reduction!in!CD163!mRNA!expression!compared!to!the!IL:4!primed!‘M2’!
macrophages!alone,!indicating!that!PPARγ!stimulation!enhanced!the!IL:4!dependent!down:
regulation!of!CD163.!The!group!did!not!however,!explore!the!effects!of!PPARγ!inhibition!on!
the!expression!of!CD163!in!‘resting’!macrophages!(Bouhlel!et!al.,!2007).!In!this!study,!
inhibition!of!PPARγ!with!T0070907!determined!that!PPARγ!activation!is!required!to!
maintain!the!sub:population!of!CD163+!human!monocyte:derived!macrophages.!Further!
more,!PPARγ!function!is!required!for!the!glucocorticoid!receptor!dependent!up:regulation!
of!CD163.!Interestingly,!the!activation!of!PPARγ!with!the!agonist,!troglitazone!only!showed!
a!change!in!CD163!expression!by!a!proportion!of!the!population!of!monocyte:derived!
macrophages!at!day!11,!in!contrast!to!the!change!in!CD80!expression!by!monocyte:derived!
macrophages!following!PPARγ!activation.!This!indicated!that!PPARγ!has!the!potential!to!
work!by!multiple!mechanisms!either!by;!a)!increasing!the!existing!CD163+!population!
through!increased!capacity!of!monocyte:derived!macrophages!to!express!CD163!by!
regulating!known!drivers!of!CD163;!or!b)!the!potential!expansion!of!a!monocyte:derived!
macrophage!sub:population.!Both!mechanisms!will!briefly!be!discussed!here.!
5.13.2.2%CrossBtalk%between%PPARγ %and%the%glucocorticoid%receptor%
Emerging!evidence!of!cross!talk!between!PPARγ!and!the!glucocorticoid!receptor!indicates!
that!the!nuclear!receptors!function!in!combination!to!repress!pro:inflammatory!gene!
expression.!The!nuclear!glucocorticoid!receptor,!like!PPARγ!has!been!shown!to!inhibit!
transcription!of!pro:inflammatory!genes!by!NF:κB,!potentially!through!an!interaction!
between!the!p65!subunit!of!NF:κB!and!GR!(Ray!and!Prefontaine,!1994).!Investigation!into!
the!role!of!PPARγ!and!the!glucocorticoid!receptor!in!gastric!ulcer!healing!in!a!rodent!model!
showed!that!in!the!gastric!tissue,!nuclear!NF:κB!was!significantly!reduced!following!
treatment!with!the!synthetic!PPARγ!agonist!pioglitazone!compared!to!the!ulcer!control.!
The!group!also!reported!significantly!greater!nuclear!and!cytoplasmic!glucocorticoid!
receptor!expression!in!the!gastric!tissue!following!pioglitazone!treatment!compared!to!the!
ulcer!control.!PPARγ!was!reported!to!immunoprecipitate!with!nuclear!glucocorticoid!
receptor!following!pioglitazone!treatment!suggesting!a!physical!interaction!between!the!
two!receptors!(Lahiri!et!al.,!2009).!In!addition,!a!physical!interaction!between!PPARγ!and!
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the!glucocorticoid!receptor!was!also!demonstrated!by!immunoprecipitation!in!TNFα:
stimulated!human!airway!smooth!muscle!cells!following!treatment!with!the!PPARγ!ligand!
15d:PGJ2!(Nie!et!al.,!2005).!Promoter!consensus!sequence!analysis!indicated!a!putative!
glucocorticoid!receptor!binding!sequence!upstream!of!the!PPARγ!transcription!start!site,!
which!indicates!that!the!glucocorticoid!receptor!can!regulate!PPARγ!expression.!Further!
more,!stimulation!of!the!glucocorticoid!receptor!with!dexamethasone!showed!intense!
cytoplasmic!PPARγ!expression!by!monocyte:derived!macrophages.!Conversely,!PPARγ!
inhibition!showed!a!loss!of!glucocorticoid!receptor!expression!by!monocyte:derived!
macrophages!at!day!11!highlighting!that!PPARγ!activation!is!required!to!maintain!
expression!of!the!glucocorticoid!receptor,!however!a!putative!PPRE!was!not!identified!up:
stream!of!the!glucocorticoid!receptor!gene!start!site.!This!indicates!a!potential!feedback!
loop!between!the!two!nuclear!receptors.!PPARγ!activation!may!enhance!glucocorticoid!
receptor!expression,!which!may!in!turn!give!monocyte:derived!macrophages!a!greater!
ability!to!sense!either!exogenous!or!endogenous!glucocorticoids!and!thus!a!greater!ability!
to!drive!the!expression!of!CD163.!However,!this!proposal!would!not!explain!why!the!whole!
population!is!not!CD163!positive!and!raises!questions!about!a!potential!source!of!
glucocorticoids!within!the!culture!system.!
5.13.2.3%PPARγ %dependent%expression%of%ILB10%
Sulahian!and!colleagues!identified!that!the!‘regulatory’!cytokine,!IL:10!increased!CD163!
expression!by!human!mononuclear!cells!in!a!dose:dependent!manner!(Sulahian!et!al.,!
2000).!Peripheral!blood!monocyte:derived!CD1a:PPARγ+DC:SIGN+!DCs!have!been!
identified!as!having!a!greater!capacity!to!produce!IL:10!compared!to!CD1a+PPARγ:CD:
SIGN+!DCs!(Gogolák!et!al.,!2007).!In!addition,!DCs!pulsed!with!the!PPARγ!agonist,!
rosiglitazone,!were!shown!to!enhance!the!stimulated!production!of!IL:10!by!T:lymphocytes!
isolated!from!the!murine!mesenteric!lymph!node!(Hammad!et!al.,!2004).!Further!more,!
rosiglitazone!enhanced!the!production!of!IL:10!by!human!peripheral!blood!monocyte:
derived!DCs!activated!with!either!CD40L!or!LPS!(Thompson!et!al.,!2007).!The!PPARγ!
dependent!up:regulation!of!IL:10!identified!in!monocyte:derived!DC!suggests!the!potential!
for!up:regulation!of!CD163!by!the!monocyte:derived!macrophages!in!response!to!PPARγ!
activation!may!also!be!mediated!through!IL:10!autocrine!signalling!however,!this!proposal!
requires!confirmation!using!an!anti:IL:10!neutralising!antibody!in!the!presence!of!
troglitazone.!
!
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5.13.2.4'Proliferative'macrophages'
Emerging(evidence(of(in#situ(macrophage(proliferation(has(indicated(that(murine(
macrophages(are(able(to(repopulate(a(tissue(following(inflammation(in(order(to(
reconstitute(and(maintain(the(tissue(resident(population((Davies(et(al.,(2011).(SelfDrenewal(
of(murine(tissue(macrophages(can(be(driven(by(ILD4,(indicating(that(an(antiDinflammatory(
macrophage(phenotype(has(an(ability(to(selfDrenew(and(may(have(implications(during(
wound(repair((Jenkins(et(al.,(2011).(Although(the(ILD4Ddependent(selfDrenewal(of(
macrophage(populations(has(been(well(defined(in(mice,(early(studies(of(human(alveolar(
macrophages(indicated(that(these(cells(can(proliferate((Golde(et(al.,(1974;(van(
Maarsseveen(et(al.,(1991).(It(is(intriguing(to(speculate(that(the(selfDrenewal(of(a(defined(
population(of(macrophages,(which(have(a(higher(propensity(to(express(CD163,(may(explain(
the(increase(in(the(CD163(positive(population.(Ki67+(day(11(monocyteDderived(
macrophages(cultured(in(complete(PBMC(medium(only(were(observed(by(
immunofluorescent(imaging((Appendix(IVDXXIII)(however,(Ki67+(cell(counts(following(PPARγ(
activation(versus(control(cells(were(not(performed.(
5.13.3%Modulation%of%macrophage%phenotype%by%decellularised%biological%scaffolds%
Few(studies(have(investigated(the(in#vitro(macrophage(phenotype(in(response(to(
decellularised(matrices.(Early(studies(used(the(monocytic(cell(line,(UD937(seeded(onto(
decellularised(biological(scaffolds((Rieder(et(al.,(2005;(Ariganello(et(al.,(2009),(however,(use(
of(cell(lines(allows(for(only(limited(interpretation(of(the(human(primary(monocyteDderived(
macrophage(response(to(these(scaffolds.(Culture(of(human(monocyteDderived(
macrophages(on(decellularised(bovine(pericardium(showed(decreased(esterase(and(acid(
phosphatase(activity(compared(to(monocyteDderived(macrophages(cultured(on(tissue(
culture(plastic((Ariganello(et(al.,(2010).(In(a(followDup(study,(Ariganello(et(al(determined(
that(peripheral(blood(monocyteDderived(macrophages(seeded(onto(the(decellularised(
bovine(pericardium(released(higher(amounts(of(ILD6,(ILD8(and(MCPD1(and(decreased(
amounts(of(ILD10,(ILD1ra,(TNFα(and(MIPD1β(compared(to(monocyteDderived(macrophages(
seeded(onto(tissue(culture(plastic((Ariganello(et(al.,(2011).(The(authors(concluded(in(both(
studies(that(the(decellularised(bovine(pericardium(did(not(‘activate’(human(monocyteD
derived(macrophages((Ariganello(et(al.,(2010;(2011).(To(determine(if(the(porcine(bladder(
biological(scaffold(influenced(the(expression(of(function(macrophage(markers,(human(
monocyteDderived(macrophages(were(seeded(onto(the(porcine(bladder(scaffold.(
Investigation(of(PPARγ(expression(by(human(monocyteDderived(macrophages(cultured(on(
the(porcine(bladder(matrix(showed(that(the(receptor(was(localised(to(the(nucleus(
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indicating!that!the!receptor!pathway!was!active.!A!subpopulation!of!CD163+!monocyte:
derived!macrophages!was!observed!in!cells!cultured!on!the!porcine!bladder!biological!
scaffold!as!observed!by!monocyte:derived!macrophages!on!a!glass!substrate.!A!basal!level!
of!CD80!expression!was!observed!by!human!monocyte:derived!macrophages!cultured!on!a!
glass!substrate!in!complete!PBMC!medium!however,!CD80!expression!was!not!observed!by!
human!monocyte:derived!macrophages!cultured!on!the!porcine!bladder!biological!scaffold!
in!complete!PBMC!medium.!Activation!of!PPARγ!by!human!monocyte:derived!macrophages!
seeded!on!the!porcine!bladder!biological!scaffold,!may!suppress!CD80!expression.!Further!
work!is!required!to!determine!if!inhibition!of!PPARγ!activation!using!T0070907!up:regulates!
CD80!expression!by!monocyte:derived!macrophages!culture!on!the!porcine!bladder!matrix!
and!if!there!is!a!difference!between!the!number!of!CD163+!cells!observed!on!the!porcine!
bladder!biological!scaffold!compared!to!macrophages!cultured!on!glass.!
!
! !
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5.13.4$The$expression$pattern$of$CD163$by$in%vitro$monocyteAderived$macrophages$
The!pattern!of!CD163!expression!by!human!monocyte:derived!macrophages!in!culture!is!
summarised!in!graphical!form!in!figure!5:32.!The!majority!of!peripheral!blood!monocytes!
express!CD163!however,!adherence!to!a!glass!substrate!showed!loss!of!CD163!expression.!
CD163!expression!re:emerged!in!a!subpopulation!of!monocyte:derived!macrophages.!The!
rate!of!re:emergence!of!CD163!expression!is!not!currently!understood!however,!CD163!
was!observed!as!early!as!48!hours!in!culture.!In!addition!the!expression!of!CD163!by!
monocyte:derived!macrophages!is!dependent!on!the!activation!PPARγ.!
!
!
Figure$5A32.$Schematic$diagram$summarising$the$change$in$the$percentage$of$CD163+$
monocyteAderived$macrophages$with$manipulation$of$PPARγ $activation.$Approximately!
80%!of!peripheral!blood!monocytes!express!CD163.!Upon!adherence!to!a!glass!substrate,!
CD163!expression!is!lost.!Over!the!culture!period!a!subpopulation!of!CD163hi!macrophages!
emerges.!This!population!can!be!increased!by!activating!PPARγ!(blue!line)!or!eliminated!by!
inhibiting!PPARγ!activation!(purple!line).!
!
! !
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5.14$Summary$
 Eighty!percent!of!CD11b+!peripheral!blood!monocytes!were!positive!for!CD163!
expression!however,!CD163!expression!was!lost!upon!adherence!to!the!glass!
substrate!and!re:established!over!an!11:day!culture!period.!
 A!subpopulation!of!CD11b+!monocyte:derived!macrophages!showed!a!greater!
propensity!to!express!CD163!when!cultured!on!a!glass!substrate.!
 Activation!of!PPARγ!reprogrammed!human!monocyte:derived!macrophages,!
increasing!the!sub:population!size!of!CD11b+CD163+!macrophages!and!eliminating!
CD80!expression.!
 Expression!of!CD163!by!the!subpopulation!of!monocyte:derived!macrophages!was!
dependent!of!PPARγ!function.!
 The!glucocorticoid!receptor!mediated!up:regulation!of!the!macrophage!CD163!was!
dependent!on!PPARγ!function.!
 Monocyte:derived!macrophages!express!a!basal!level!of!CD80!when!cultured!on!a!
glass!substrate!but!do!not!express!CD80!when!cultured!on!the!porcine!bladder!
biological!scaffold.!
!
!
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6.0$Final$discussion$
6.1$Thesis$overview$
The!aim!of!the!research!presented!in!this!thesis!was!to!examine!an!ex#vivo!biomaterial7
human!tissue!interface!to!explore!the!potential!mechanisms!that!govern!the!host!tissue!
response!to!a!biological!scaffold!which!has!potential!applications!in!regenerative!medicine.!
A!major!achievement!of!the!research!was!the!establishment!of!a!novel!ex#vivo!biological!
scaffold7urinary!tract!tissue!interface.!Analysis!of!this!interface!indicated!that!mononuclear!
phagocytes!were!the!first!tissue7derived!cells!to!infiltrate!the!biological!scaffold.!
Comparisons!with!previous!observations!from!studies!of!the!subcutaneous!implantation!of!
biological!scaffolds!in!rodents!suggested!that!the!biomaterial7human!tissue!interface!model!
could!be!used!to!interrogate!the!specific!mononuclear!phagocyte!response!to!biological!
scaffolds.!The!predominant!expression!of!CD163!by!macrophages!at!the!biomaterial7tissue!
interface!and!in!the!absence!of!the!inflammatory!marker!CD80!was!indicative!of!a!non7
inflammatory!macrophage!phenotype.!The!intense!nuclear!localisation!of!PPARγ!and!the!
glucocorticoid!receptor!at!the!interface!indicated!that!these!receptor!signalling!pathways!
were!active.!Mechanistic!investigations!of!CD163!expression!by!human!monocyte7derived!
macrophages!demonstrated!a!previously!unrecognised!hierarchical!role!for!PPARγ!in!the!
glucocorticoid!receptor7dependent!regulation!of!CD163!expression.!This!study!also!
established!that!CD163!expression!by!human!monocyte7derived!macrophages!in#vitro!was!
restricted!to!a!subpopulation!of!macrophages!in!the!absence!of!exogenous!stimuli,!and!
that!expression!of!CD163!by!this!subpopulation!was!dependent!on!PPARγ!function.!
Activation!of!PPARγ!in!monocyte7derived!macrophage!increased!the!number!of!CD163+!
cells,!whist!abating!CD80!expression,!suggesting!that!PPARγ!activation!can!modulate!the!
phenotype!of!human!monocyte7derived!macrophages.!This!also!indicated!that!some!
macrophage!populations!have!a!greater!propensity!towards!particular!PPARγ7dependent!
functions.!CD163+!macrophages!may!represent,!lineage7determined!macrophages!that!are!
poised!to!respond!to!certain!environmental!signals.!Overall,!this!study!has!shown!that!the!
ex#vivo!biomaterial7organ!culture!model!has!utility!for!further!exploration!of!the!response!
of!macrophages!to!biomaterials,!in!particular!to!test!the!hypothesis!that!the!macrophage!
response!to!biological!scaffolds!is!indicative!of!inflammation!resolution.!
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6.2$The$development$of$an$ex#vivo$biomaterial<tissue$interface$
This!study!was!initiated!by!results!from!studies!in!which!biomaterials!were!implanted!in!
rodents!and!that!indicated!that!mononuclear!phagocytes!were!involved!in!the!tissue!
response!to!acellular!biological!scaffolds.!Little!is!known!about!the!factors!that!can!
determine!the!macrophage!response!following!implantation!of!a!biological!scaffold.!There!
is!a!need!for!the!development!of!better!models!of!human7biomaterial!interactions,!since!
rodent!biomaterial!implantation!studies!may!not!necessarily!translate!to!humans.!
Therefore,!in!this!study!an!experimental!system!was!developed!in!which!fresh!human!
urinary!tract!tissue!was!maintained!in!close!apposition!to!a!decellularised!biological!
scaffold.!This!enabled!the!interactions!between!human!tissue!and!the!biological!scaffold!to!
be!assessed.!Use!of!immunohistological!analysis!to!interrogate!the!biomaterial7organ!
culture!constructs!allowed!a!range!of!antigens!to!be!assessed,!but!meant!that!the!precise!
dynamics!of!the!cellular!infiltration,!and!importantly,!the!origin!of!the!mononuclear!
phagocytes!observed!at!the!biomaterial7tissue!interface!could!not!be!determined!except!by!
extrapolation!from!fixed!time!points.!The!limited!size!of!human!urinary!tract!tissue!samples!
resulted!in!a!restricted!number!of!porcine:human!biomaterial7organ!culture!replicates!that!
could!be!prepared!per!donor.!Future!studies!would!focus!on!extending!the!organ!culture!
period!to!investigate!the!extent!of!infiltration!by!the!mononuclear!phagocytes,!the!
dynamics!of!the!cell!phenotype!at!the!interface!and!the!potential!of!other!cells,!such!as!
αSMA+!stromal!and!CD34+!vascular!cells,!to!infiltrate!into!the!scaffold,!as!reported!to!be!
observed!in#vivo.!It!is!exciting!to!speculate!that!adaptation!of!the!culture!system,!through!
incorporation!of!other!tissues!and!validation!of!ex#vivo!biomaterial7tissue!constructs!may!
prove!to!be!valuable!tool!in!initial!biocompatibility!screening!of!biomaterials!in!future!
studies,!thus!reducing!the!number!of!animal!implantation!studies!performed,!of!which!
there!were!402!performed!in!rodents!in!2009!(homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/science7
research7statistics).!
6.2.1$The$phenotype$of$cells$at$the$interface$
Cells!at!the!biomaterial7human!tissue!interface!were!identified!as!mononuclear!phagocytes!
based!on!morphology!and!expression!of!CD68!and!labelling!with!MAC387.!Cells!at!the!
biomaterial7tissue!interface!and!within!the!central!region!of!the!tissue!were!negative!for!
the!pro7inflammatory!macrophage!marker,!CD80.!Cells!infiltrating!the!porcine!bladder!
biological!scaffold!expressed!HLA7DR,!supporting!the!evidence!that!these!cells!were!
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‘professional’!antigen!presenting!cells.!HLA7DR!expression!showed!a!qualitative!decrease!
between!days!two!and!day!11.!A!significant!temporal!increase!in!CD163!expression!was!
observed!at!the!biomaterial7tissue!interface!over!the!117day!culture!period,!with!little!
expression!of!CD163!observed!within!the!central!regions!of!the!tissue!at!any!time!point.!
Furthermore,!cells!infiltrating!the!porcine!bladder!biological!scaffold!were!intensely!
positive!for!CD163!expression.!Dual!labelling!experiments!showed!that!CD117,!arginase!1!
and!CD36!expression!did!not!co7localise!with!CD163+!cells!migrating!into!the!biological!
scaffold!in!agreement!with!observations!in!dual!labelling!experiments!made!in!the!human!
control!tissue.!Additionally,!αSMA,!CD34!and!CD3!expression!was!not!observed!in!cells!
infiltrating!the!biological!scaffold.!Further!dual!labelling!experiments!using!an!extended!
panel!of!functional!markers!would!refine!the!characterisation!of!the!cells!at!the!
biomaterial7tissue!interface.!!
Proposed!models!of!macrophage!activation!are!dependent!on!the!functional!markers!
assigned!to!each!macrophage!phenotype.!Emphasis!should!be!made!of!the!importance!of!
understanding!the!functional!significance!of!each!marker!expressed!and!the!factors!that!
regulate!the!expression!of!the!markers,!not!simply!how!the!macrophage!phenotype!‘fits’!
into!each!model!of!activation.!This!approach!has!not!been!fully!adopted!in!studies!of!
biological!scaffold!integration!and!regenerative!medicine,!despite!the!importance!of!this!
type!approach!when!studying!a!novel!environment.#In#vivo!investigation!into!the!
macrophage!response!to!biological!scaffolds!have!been!limited!to!the!basic!interpretation!
of!macrophage!phenotype!(Brown!et!al.,!2009;!2012b).!Concentration!on!the!M1/M2!
macrophage7activation!paradigm!in!in#vivo!biological!scaffold!implantation!studies!has!
resulted!in!little!consideration!to!the!potential!signalling!mechanism!active!at!the!interface!
between!a!biological!scaffold!and!a!tissue,!in!particular,!with!regard!to!the!factors!released!
following!tissue!injury.!Here,!a!major!goal!in!the!development!of!the!biomaterial7organ!
culture!model!was!to!identify!potential!signalling!mechanisms!active!at!the!interface!and!to!
investigate!the!contribution!of!these!signalling!mechanisms!that!could!govern!the!
macrophage!phenotype!and!response.!
6.3$The$implications$of$CD163+$macrophages$at$a$biomaterial<tissue$interface$
A!striking!feature!of!this!study!was!the!identification!of!CD163+!cells,!with!a!macrophage7
like!morphology,!at!the!interface!between!the!porcine!bladder!biological!scaffold!and!the!
urinary!tract!tissue!after!11!days!of!organ!culture.!The!origins!of!the!CD163+!cells!at!the!ex#
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vivo(biomaterial1tissue(interface(are(currently(unknown.(For(example,(it(is(not(known(
whether(there(is(selective(recruitment(of(a(particular(CD163+(macrophage(subset(or(
whether(factors(present(at(the(interface(are(responsible(for(driving(CD163(expression(by(
infiltrating(cells.(CD163(antigen(expression(has(previously(been(identified(on(macrophages(
in(inflamed(gingival(tissue((gingivitis)(as(well(as(during(the(late(or(‘healing’(phase(of(acute(
inflammation((Zwadlo(et(al.,(1987).(It(has(therefore(been(suggested(that(CD163+(
macrophages(found(in(inflamed(tissue(play(a(key(role(in(the(‘resolution’(phase(of(
inflammation((Tippett(et(al.,(2011).(The(observation(that(CD163+(macrophages(were(
present(at(the(in%vitro(biomaterial1tissue(interface(coupled(with(the(identification(of(
CD163+(macrophages(during(an(integrative(response(to(acellular(porcine(urinary(bladder(
biological(scaffold(and(acellular(rat(body(wall(biological(scaffold(implanted(into(Sprague1
Dawley(rats((Brown(et(al.,(2009),(indicates(that(macrophages(expressing(CD163(may(have(
an(important(role(in(cellular(integration(of(a(biological(scaffold.(
Biological(scaffolds(cannot(be(implanted(into(a(living(recipient(without(tissue(injury.(As(
discussed(in(the(introduction,(tissue(injury(initiates(the(release(of(pro1inflammatory(factors,(
such(as(prostaglandins(and(leukotrienes,(which(recruit(inflammatory(cells(to(the(site(of(
insult(to(combat(microorganisms(in(the(environment(and(to(initiate(the(wound(healing(
process.(This(inflammation(must(then(be(resolved(to(restore(tissue(homeostasis.(Factors(
associated(with(inflammation(resolution(have(been(shown(to(activate(PPARγ.(The(pro1
resolving(lipoxins(have(been(reported(to(signal(through(a(designated(G1protein(coupled(
receptor((GPCR)(in(human((Fiore(et(al.,(1994)(and(murine((Takano(et(al.,(1997)(neutrophils(
and(macrophages((Serhan(et(al.,(2008).(However,(it(has(also(been(reported(that(1nM(and(
10nM(lipoxin(A4(was(able(to(significantly(enhance(the(transcriptional(activity(of(PPARγ(in(
the(rodent(brain((Sobrado(et(al.,(2009).(In(addition,(inhibition(of(PPARγ(using(T0070907(
significantly(reduced(the(lipoxin(A41mediated(neuroprotective(effect(in(rodent(brain(
indicating(that(the(mediator(of(resolution,(Lipoxin(A4,(may(be(a(natural(ligand(for(PPARγ(
(Sobrado(et(al.,(2009).(The(observation(that(PPARγ(was(localised(in(the(nucleus(of(cells(at(
the(biomaterial1tissue(interface(and(expressed(by(cells(with(a(mononuclear(phagocyte(
morphology(within(the(biological(scaffold,(prompted(investigation(of(the(‘resolution1
associated’(signals(which(may(promote(a(‘resolution1associated’(macrophage(phenotype.(
This(drove(further(studies(into(the(mechanisms(governing(CD163(expression(using(human(
peripheral(blood(monocyte1derived(macrophages.(The(hypothesis(that(PPARγ(activation(
modulates(CD163(expression(in(human(monocyte1derived(macrophages(was(tested.(
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6.4$The$potential$for$a$pre<determined$CD163+$macrophage$subset?$
In#vitro!culture!of!monocyte7derived!macrophages!on!a!glass!substrate!for!11!days!showed!
a!previously!undescribed!subpopulation!of!CD11b+!macrophages,!which!have!a!greater!
propensity!towards!expression!of!CD163.!This!study!also!defined!a!previously!undescribed!
role!for!PPARγ!in!mediating!expression!of!CD163!by!identifying!that!the!expression!of!
CD163!by!peripheral!blood!monocyte7derived!macrophages!was!dependent!on!PPARγ!
function.!In#vitro,!not!all!monocyte7derived!macrophages!expressed!CD163!in!response!to!
the!PPARγ!agonist,!indicating!that!only!a!subpopulation!of!macrophages!had!the!ability!to!
express!CD163,!at!least!in!response!to!this!trigger.!This!response!was!not!the!same!for!the!
expression!of!CD80!by!monocyte7derived!macrophages,!where!PPARγ!activation!abated!
CD80!expression.!As!illustrated!in!the!introduction!of!this!thesis,!macrophage!
heterogeneity!can!arise!from!lineage!diversity,!which!suggests!macrophage!phenotype!is!
programmed,!and/or!the!ability!of!the!macrophage!phenotype!to!be!modulated!by!the!
environment!(plasticity).!This!interpretation!may!be!dependent!on!the!functional!markers!
investigated.!Investigation!of!CD80!expression!by!monocyte7derived!macrophages!in!this!
study!showed!a!dichotomy!of!expression,!which!can!be!modulated!by!PPARγ!activation,!
while!investigation!of!CD163!expression!indicated!that!some!macrophages!in#vitro!have!a!
greater!‘propensity’!to!express!CD163.!This!suggests!that!macrophages!show!plasticity!with!
regard!to!expression!of!some!functional!markers!and!programming!with!regard!to!the!
ability!to!express!others.!
The!hypothesis!can!be!put!forward!that!in#vitro,#CD163+!macrophages!represent!a!pre7
determined!subpopulation!of!macrophages,!which!are!predisposed!to!express!CD163!
through!a!greater!ability!to!receive!certain!signals!and!‘interpret’!these!signals.!Studies!
using!human!monocyte7derived!macrophages!have!indicated!that!human!macrophage!
function!can!be!fixed!following!modulation!with!exogenous!stimuli.!For!example,!
investigation!using!human!peripheral!blood!monocyte7derived!macrophages!showed!that!
‘M1’!macrophages!induced!with!GM7CSF,!excreted!IL712p40!and!IL71β!in!response!to!LPS!
and!mycobacteria!sonicate!respectively!(Verreck!et!al.,!2006).!‘M2’!macrophages!induced!
with!M7CSF!showed!up7regulated!expression!of!CD163!however,!by!contrast,!failed!to!
induce!the!pro7inflammatory!cytokine,!IL712p40!in!response!to!LPS,!mycobacteria!sonicate!
or!zymosan!A.!Instead!these!‘M2’!macrophages!downregulated!HLA7DR!and!the!
costimulatory!molecule,!CD86!and!induced!the!regulatory!cytokine!IL710,!indicating!that!
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the!‘M2’!macrophage!phenotype!was!fixed!following!skewing!with!M7CSF!(Verreck!et!al.,!
2006).!!
Evidence!contributing!to!the!supposition!that,!while!macrophages!display!plasticity,!some!
macrophage!subsets!have!a!greater!propensity!towards!some!functions/phenotypes!over!
others!has!been!highlighted!in!murine!studies.!CD11b+!F4/80bright!murine!resident!
peritoneal!macrophages!have!been!shown!to!express!12/157LOX,!while!the!CD11b+!F4/80lo!
murine!resident!peritoneal!macrophages!were!shown!to!be!negative!for!12/157LOX!
expression,!as!determined!by!immunofluorescence!imaging!(Dioszeghy!et!al.,!2008),!
indicating!that!some!macrophage!populations!favour!the!157LOX!‘anti7inflammatory’!
pathway.!A!recent!report!showed!that!in!resting!murine!tissue!macrophages,!PPARγ!mRNA!
expression!was!restricted!to!mature!splenic!and!lung!macrophages!indicating!that!in#vivo!in!
the!mouse,!only!a!subset!of!murine!macrophages!may!express!PPARγ!(Gautier!et!al.,!2012).!
Furthermore,!analysis!of!Ly6Chi!‘inflammatory’!murine!monocytes!and!Ly6Clo!‘resident’!
monocytes!showed!that!Ly6Clo!monocytes!express!greater!amounts!of!PPARγ!mRNA!than!
Ly6Chi!monocytes!(Gautier!et!al.,!2012).!Treatment!of!the!mice!with!the!PPARγ!agonist!
pioglitazone!was!shown!to!enhance!the!protein!expression!of!CD36!and!the!PPARγ!target!
gene,!fatty!acid!binding!protein!(FABP)!4!by!Ly6Clo!monocytes,!but!not!by!Ly6Chi!monocytes,!
suggesting!that!only!the!‘resident’!monocyte!population!had!the!ability!to!respond!to!the!
PPARγ!agonist.!Use!of!LysM!Cre!x!PPARγflox/flox!mice!indicated!that!the!absence!of!PPARγ+!
macrophages!did!not!impede!the!ability!to!mount!an!inflammatory!response!in!
thioglycollate7induced!peritonitis!however,!there!were!significantly!greater!numbers!of!
neutrophils!and!Ly6Chi!monocytes!in!the!peritoneal!cavity!at!day!five!and!eight!post!
administration!of!thioglycollate!compared!to!control!mice,!indicating!that!PPARγ+!
macrophages!are!required!during!the!resolution!phase!of!thioglycollate7induced!acute!
inflammation!(Gautier!et!al.,!2012).!Differential!deposition!of!macrophages!from!different!
sources!such!as!myeloid7,!lymphoid7!or!splenic7derived!monocytes!or!yolk!sac7derived!
macrophages!highlights!potential!macrophage!heterogeneity,!which!is!dependent!on!
lineage.!It!is!interesting!to!speculate!that!resident7type!macrophages!maybe!pre7
programmed!or!poised!to!receive!certain!signals!from!the!environment.!While!these!
observations!were!made!in!mouse!(Gautier!et!al.,!2012),!the!described!phenotypic!
characteristics!that!murine!Ly6Chi!and!Ly6Clo!monocytes!share!with!‘classical’!and!‘non7
classical’!human!monocytes!respectively!allows!consideration!of!similar!functions!in!
humans.!Extensive!studies!in!mice!also!highlight!that!further!work!is!required!in!developing!
robust!human!models!of!mononuclear!phagocyte!activation!and!function.!
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The!CD163+!macrophage!populations!observed!both!ex#vivo!and!in#vitro!may!have!a!
defined!lineage,!which!is!maintained!even!in!culture.!Furthermore,!CD163+!human!
macrophages!may!represent!a!particular!differentiated!lineage!of!macrophages,!which!is!
dependent!on!PPARγ!function!and!which!can!be!enhanced!with!PPARγ!stimulation!in!cells!
poised!to!receive!the!signal.!Enhancement!of!the!CD163+!macrophage!population!may!be!
through!self7renewal!or!induced!expression!of!CD163!by!cells!that,!in!the!absence!of!
agonist,!would!otherwise!be!negative!for!CD163.!Preliminary!evidence!that!contributes!
towards!the!supposition!that!a!macrophage!subset!has!a!predisposition!for!CD163!
expression!was!found!in!the!observed!restoration!of!CD163+!cells!following!removal!of!the!
PPARγ!antagonist,!T0070907!(Appendix!V7I).!However,!further!work!is!required!to!
determine!the!reproducibility!and!significance!of!this!observation.!Immunofluorescence!
imaging!of!PPARγ!expression!indicated!that!all!monocyte7derived!macrophages!express!the!
nuclear!receptor!indicating!that!other!factors,!such!as!cross!talk!with!other!signalling!
pathways,!such!as!the!glucocorticoid!receptor,!may!be!determinant.!Future!work!would!
aim!to!separate!the!in#vitro!monocyte7derived!macrophage!populations!based!on!CD163!
expression!either!in!the!presence!or!absence!of!PPARγ!stimulation!and!determine!
differences!in!the!gene!expression!profile!using!cell!sorting!and!whole!transcriptome!array!
technologies!(Figure!671).!
!
!
! !
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Figure$6<1.$Schematic$diagram$of$the$experimental$strategy$for$isolation$and$profiling$of$
CD163HI$and$CD163NEG$human$monocyte<derived$macrophages.!Human!peripheral!blood7
derived!macrophages!would!be!isolated!using!flow!cytometry!cell!sorting!based!on!CD163!
and!CD11b!expression,!following!culture!for!11!days!either!in!control!medium!or!a!‘pulse’!
treatment!with!troglitazone!for!two!days!followed!by!culture!in!control!medium.!Separated!
cells!would!then!be!profiled!using!transcriptome!analysis.!
!
! !
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6.5$Resolution$signals$and$regenerative$medicine$
Currently!the!factors!that!govern!the!macrophage!phenotype!during!biomaterial!
integration!are!not!completely!understood.!The!observation!made!at!the!ex#vivo!
biomaterial7tissue!interface!of!the!intense!nuclear!localisation!of!the!glucocorticoid!
receptor!and!PPARγ,!indicated!that!these!nuclear!receptor!signalling!pathways!may!be!
important.!Studies!in!mice!have!begun!to!determine!the!role!of!‘pro7resolving’!signals!in!
the!promotion!of!tissue!regeneration,!which!may!be!important!in!the!integration!of!
biological!scaffolds.!There!has!been!little!consideration!of!the!process!of!inflammation!
resolution!in!regenerative!medicine!due!to!the!focus!on!the!fixed!M1/M2!paradigm.!The!
importance!in!the!ability!of!the!immune!system!to!resolve!polarised!macrophage!
phenotypes!and!the!impact!of!this!on!the!functional!success!of!implanted!biological!
scaffold!is!only!just!being!recognised!(Brown!et!al.,!2012b).!Overall,!this!has!led!to!a!lack!of!
mechanistic!understanding!of!biological!scaffold!integration!by!host!tissue,!despite!the!
large!number!of!studies!in!animals.!Central!to!the!concept!of!regenerative!medicine!is!the!
reliance!of!wound!inflammation!to!resolve!and!tissue!repair!to!commence;!failure!to!
resolve!inflammation!leads!to!progression!of!chronic!tissue!fibrosis!and!lack!of!
regeneration.!It!is!interesting!that!a!resolution7associated!macrophage!phenotype!was!
observed!in!the!biomaterial7organ!culture!system!despite!a!limited!inflammation!response!
due!the!‘closed’!nature!of!the!system.!The!presence!of!CD163+!macrophages!at!the!
biomaterial7tissue!interface!may!be!a!pre7programmed!macrophage!response!to!tissue!
injury!however,!the!exact!nature!of!host!and!scaffold7derived!factors!present!in!the!ex#vivo!
biomaterial7tissue!interface!environment!requires!further!investigation.!
Candidate!factors!present!at!the!biomaterial7tissue!interface!include!arachidonic!acid!
derivatives!and!glucocorticoids.!Future!experimental!strategies!would!aim!to!investigate!
the!role!of!these!factors!as!agonists!of!PPARγ!and!GCR!at!the!biomaterial7tissue!interface!
and!to!determine!if!inhibition!of!these!nuclear!receptors!in!the!organ!culture!constructs!
affected!the!mononuclear!phagocyte!phenotype.!Inhibition!of!PPARγ!function!in!the!
biomaterial7organ!culture!system,!with!T0070907!would!determine!if!the!presence!of!
CD163!expression!was!dependent!on!PPARγ!function!in!this!culture!model!and!if!the!cells!in!
the!culture!system!have!the!ability!to!express!markers!associated!with!inflammation,!or!if!
the!mononuclear!phagocyte!phenotype!was!fixed,!whatever!the!stimuli.!In!line!with!this!
proposed!study,!further!work!would!also!aim!to!examine!the!human!tissue!response!to!the!
presence!of!non7decellularised!porcine!bladder!tissue!to!determine!if!the!presence!of!a!
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xenogeneic(cellular(component(in(the(organotypic(culture(model(can(affect(a(different(
human(tissue(response(ex#vivo.(
Further(work(would(also(investigate(the(impact(that(the(biological(scaffold(has(on(
macrophage(phenotype,(in(particular(CD80(expression(and(PPARγ(activation.(It(has(been(
reported(that(the(degradation(products(of(biological(scaffolds(can(stimulated(the(migration(
and(proliferation(of(cells(in#vitro.(Matrikines(are(described(as(derivatives(of(larger(ECM(
proteins,(such(as(collagen,(which(possess(chemotactic(and(mitogenic(properties((Beattie(et(
al.,(2009).(MRL(blastema(cells(have(shown(increased(cell(proliferation(and(cell(migration(in(
response(to(porcine(urinary(bladder(ECM(degradation(products(released(by(pepsin/HCL(
digestion((Reing(et(al.,(2009),(indicating(the(porcine(urinary(bladder(matrix(possesses(
factors(that(can(be(released(and(which(can(influence(cellular(behaviour.(Application(of(the(
porcine(urinary(bladder(matrix(to(repair(an(Achilles(tendon(defect(in(C57BL/6(and(MRL/MpJ(
mice(produced(an(ECM(scaffold(that(had(been(remodelled(and(degraded(in#vivo.(Evaluation(
of(the(day(seven(excised(urinary(bladder(matrix(for(in#vitro#chemotactic(ability(showed(a(
significant(increase(in(the(migration(of(MRL/MpJ(progenitor(cells(compared(compare(to(
normal(tendon(tissue(and(autologous(repair(tissue((Beattie(et(al.,(2009).(Inhibition(of(PPARγ(
function(in(monocyteSderived(macrophages(seeded(onto(the(porcine(bladder(biological(
scaffold(with(T0070907(would(determine(if(the(observed(absence(of(CD80(expression(was(
dependent(on(PPARγ(in(this(culture(system(and(provide(insight(into(the(potential(role(of(the(
porcine(bladder(biological(scaffold(in(determining(the(phenotype(of(human(monocyteS
derived(macrophages.(In(addition,(quantification(of(the(number(of(CD163+(monocyteS
derived(macrophages(present(when(cultured(on(the(porcine(bladder(biological(scaffold(
compared(to(donorSmatched(macrophages(cultured(on(a(glass(substrate(would(determine(
if(the(nuclear(localisation(of(PPARγ(and(absence(of(CD80(expression(were(coupled(with(an(
increased(number(of(CD163+(macrophages.(
(
( (
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6.6$Concluding$remarks$
This!thesis!aimed!to!understand!the!interface!between!human!tissue!and!a!decellularised!
porcine7derived!biological!scaffold,!through!the!development!of!an!ex#vivo!biomaterial7
organ!culture!system.!This!culture!system!identified!the!importance!of!understanding!
wound!healing!mechanisms!and!the!potential!contribution!of!nuclear!receptor!signalling!in!
mononuclear!phagocytes!in!governing!the!response!to!biomaterials.!This!study!highlights!
that!further!understanding!of!the!nature!of!inflammation!resolving!signals!in!the!
macrophage!response!to!biological!scaffold!is!required.!Utilising!‘pro7resolving’!signals,!
such!as!lipoxin!A4,!through!incorporation!into!biomaterials!could!enhance!integration!of!
biomaterials!prone!to!a!chronic!inflammatory!response.!Through!harnessing!lipid!mediators!
of!inflammation!resolution,!these!approaches!would!drive!the!field!of!tissue!engineering!
and!regenerative!medicine!forward.!
!
!
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Glossary(of(terms(
!
Abbreviations(
°C!–!Degrees!Celsius!
151LOX!1!151Lipooxygenase!
15d1PGJ2!1!151deoxy1Δ12,141!PGJ2!
51LOX!–!51Lipooxygenase!
AP!–!Alkaline!phosphatase!
AP11!–!Activator!protein11!
APC!–!Allophycocyanin!
BSA!–!Bovine!serum!albumin!
CaCl2!–!Calcium!chloride!
CAM!–!Cell!adhesion!molecule!
CD!–!Cluster!of!differentiation!
CDP!–!Common!DC!progenitor!
cm!1!Centimeter!
cm2!–!Centimeters!squared!
CO2!–!Carbon!dioxide!
COX2!–!Cyclooxygenase!2!
CSA!–!Catalysed!signal!amplification!!
CTL!–!Cytotoxic!
DAB!–!Diaminobenzidene!
DAMPs!–!Damage1associated!molecular!patterns!
DC!–!Dendritic!cell!
DHA!–!Docoshexaenoic!acid!
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!
Abbreviations(
DMEM!–!Dulbecco’s!modified!Eagles!medium!
DMSO!–!Dimethyl!Sulfoxide!
Doux!–!Dual!oxidase!
DTT!–!Dithiothreitol!
ECM!–!Extracellular!matrix!
EDTA!1!Ethylenediaminetetraacetic!acid!
FABP!–!Fatty!acid!binding!protein!
FBGC!–!Foreign!body!giant!cell!
FBS!–!Foetal!bovine!serum!
FC!–!Flow!cytometry!
FITC!1!Fluorescein!isothiocyanate!
GCR!–!Glucocorticoid!receptor!
GPCR!–!G1protein!coupled!receptor!
GRE!–!Glucocorticoid!response!element!
H&E!–!Haematoxylin!and!eosin!
H2O2!–!Hydrogen!peroxide!
H33258!–!Hoechst!33258!
HBSS!–!Hank’s!balanced!salt!solution!
HCL!–!Hydrochloric!acid!
HEMA!–!hydroxyethyl!methacrylate!
HEPA!–!High!efficiency!particulate!air!
HEPES!1!41(21hydroxyethyl)111piperazineethanesulphonic!acid!
HMGB1!–!High!mobility!group!box!1!
HRP!–!Horseradish!peroxidase!
HRP1IHC!–!Horseradish!peroxidase!immunohistochemistry!
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Abbreviations!
HYMS1EMU!–!Hull!York!Medical!School!Experimental!Medicine!Unit!
IF!–!Immunofluorescence!
IFNγ!1!Interferon!gamma!
IHC!–!Immunohistochemistry!
IL!1!interleukin!
iNOS!–!inducible!nitric!oxide!synthetase!
IR!–!Infrared!
IκB!–!inhibitor!of!NFκB!
LAMP!–!lysosome!associated!membrane!protein!
LBD!–!Ligand!binding!domain!
LDS!–!Lithium!dodecyl!sulphate!
LPS!–!Lipopolysaccharide!
LTB4!–!Leukotriene!B4!
M1CSF!–!Macrophage!colony!stimulating!factor!
Maresin!–!Macrophage!mediator!of!resolving!inflammation!
MCP!–!Mast!cell!progenitor!
MgCl2!–!Magnesium!chloride!
MHC!–!Major!histocompatibility!complex!
MI!–!Myocardial!infarction!
mL!–!Milliliter!
mm!1!Millimeter!
MMPs!–!Matrix!metalloproteases!
MPS!–!Mononuclear!phagocyte!system!
MyD88!–!Myeloid!differentiation!primary!response!gene!88!
NA!–!Not!applicable!
ND!–!Not!determined/No!data!
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Abbreviations!
NALP3!–!NACHT,!PRR!and!PYD!domains!containing!protein!3!
NaN3!–!Sodium!azide!
NCoR!–!Nuclear!receptor!co1repressor!
NFκB!–!Nuclear!factor!kappa!B!
ng!–!Nanogram!
nm!1!Nanometers!
nM!1!Nanomolar!
NOHA!–!N61hydroxyl1L1arginine!
OIR!–!Oxygen1induced!retinopathy!
PAA!–!Peracetic!acid!
PAMPs!–!Pathogen1associated!molecular!pattern!
PBS!–!Phosphate!buffered!saline!
PBSc!–!PBS!plus!calcium!
PE!–!Phycoerythrin!
PFPE!1!perfluoropolyether!
PGE2!–!Prostaglandins!E2!
PIC!–!Protease!inhibitor!cocktail!
PMA!–!Phorbol!121myristate!131acetate!
PMBC!–!Peripheral!blood!mononuclear!cells!
PPARγ!1!Peroxisome!proliferator1activated!receptor!gamma!
PPRE!–!PPAR!response!element!
PRR!–!Pattern!recognition!receptor!
PVDF!–!Polyvinylidene!fluoride!
ROA!–!Region!of!analysis!
rpm!–!Revolutions!per!minute!
RPMI!–!Roswell!Park!Memorial!Institute!
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Abbreviations!
RXRα!1!Retinoid!X!receptor!alpha!
SDS!–!Sodium!dodecyl!sulphate!
SIS!–!Small!intestinal!submucosa!
SR1A!–!Scavenger!receptor!A!
SRCR!–!Scavenger!receptor!cysteine1rich!
TBS!–!Tris!buffered!saline!
TBST!1!Tween®!20!in!TBS!
TCR!–!T1cell!receptor!
Th!–!T1helper!
TNFα!1!Tumour!necrosis!factor!alpha!
TURP!–!Transurethral!resection!of!prostate!
TWEAK!–!TNF1like!weak!inducer!of!apoptosis!
UV!–!Ultra!violet!
V!–!Volts!
v/v!–!Volume/volume!
VCAM!–!vascular!cell!adhesion!molecule!
VEGF!–!Vascular!endothelial!growth!factor!
VLA!–!Very!late!antigen!
W!1!Watts!
w/v!–!Weight/volume!
αSMA!–!Alpha!smooth!muscle!actin!
µL!–!Microliter!
µm!1!Micrometer!
µM!1!Micromolar!
!
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Appendices(I(–(Materials(and(methods(
Appendix(I:I(–(List(of(suppliers(
!
Supplier(name( Supplier(contact(details(
3M! www.3m.com!
ATCC®! www.lgcstandards1atcc.org!
Atlas!Antibodies! www.atlasantibodies.com!
Autogen!Bioclear!UK!Ltd! Holly!Ditch!Farm,!Mile!Elm,!Wiltshire,!UK!
Axis1Shield!Plc! www.axis1shield.com!
Bayer!Healthcare!Pharmaceuticals! Healthcare.bayer.com!
BD!Biosciences! www.bdbiosciences.com!
BD!Falcon™! www.bdbiosciences.com!
Becton,!Dickinson!and!Company! www.bd.com/uk!
Bio1Rad! www.bio1rad.com!
CA!Hendley! Oakwood!Hill!Industrial!Estate,!Loughton,!
Essex,!UK!
CellPath! www.cellpath.co.uk!
Corning!Incorporated! www.corning.com!
Dako! www.dako.com!
Elga!LabWater! www.elgalabwater.com!
Fisher!Scientific! www.fisher.co.uk!
Fisons! NA!
GlaxoSmithKline!! www.gsk.com!
GraphPad! www.graphpad.com!
Iwaki! www.sterilin.co.uk!
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Li1Cor!Biosciences! www.licor.com!
Life!technologies!Corporation! www.lifetechnologies.com!
Medical!Air!Technology! www.medicalairtechnology!
Melford!Laboratories! www.melford.co.uk!
Millipore! www.millipore.com!
Miltenyi!Biotec! www.miltenyibiotec.com!
Molecular!Probes! www.invitrogen.com!
National!Institute!for!Health! www.nih.gov!
Novocastra! www.leica1microsystems.com!
Nunc! www.nuncbrand.com!
Olympus! www.olympus.co.uk!
ProteinTech! www.ptg.com!
R&D!Systems! www.rndsystems.com!
Rockland!! www.rockland1inc.com!
Santa!Cruz! www.scbt.com!
Sarstedt! www.sarstedt.com!
Scientific!Laboratory!Supplies!Ltd! www.scientificlabs.co.uk!
Sera!Laboratories!International!Ltd! www.seralab.co.uk!
AbD!Serotec! www.abdserotec!
Sigma1Aldrich! www.sigmaaldrich.com!
Sterilin! www.sterilin.co.uk!
Thermo!Electron!Corporation! www.thermoscientific.com!
Thermo!Fisher! www.thermofisher.com!
Thermo!Scientific! www.thermoscientific.com!
Tocris! www.tocris.com!
Vector!Laboratories! www.vectorlabs.com!
Whatman! www.whatman.com!
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!
Appendix(I:II(–(General(reagents(
Phosphate)Buffered)Saline)(PBS))
PBS!was!prepared!using!phosphate!buffered!saline!tablets!(Sigma!P4417).!
One!tablet!was!dissolved!in!200mL!of!dH2O.!
Tris)Buffered)Saline)(TBS))
0.05M!Tris1HCL!pH!7.6!
0.15M!NaCl!
Made!up!to!one!litre!using!dH2O!and!pH!adjusted!to!7.6!
Trypsin7Versene)
20mL!10x!Trypsin!(Sigma,!catalogue!number!T4549)!
4mL!1%!(w/v)!EDTA!
Made!up!to!200mL!using!HBSS!1Ca2+!1Mg2+!
!
Appendix(I:III(–(Histology(reagents(
10%)(v/v))Formalin)
100mL!37%!(v/v)!Formaldehyde!
Made!up!to!one!litre!using!PBS!containing!0.5mM!MgCl2,!and!0.9mM!CaCl2.!
Zinc)salt)fixative)
0.5%!(w/v)!Zinc!acetate,!
0.05%!(w/v)!Zinc!chloride!
Made!up!to!one!litre!using!0.05%!(w/v)!Calcium!acetate!in!0.1M!Tris!in!dH2O!at!pH!7.4.!
Haematoxylin)
Solution!1!
3g!Haematoxylin!in!20mL!100%!(v/v)!ethanol!
!
Solution!2!
0.3g!Sodium!Iodate!
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1g!Citric!acid!
50g!Aluminum!Potassium!Sulphate!
made!up!to!850mL!using!dH2O!
!
Haematoxylin!solution!1!was!added!to!haematoxylin!solution!2!and!mixed!well.!One!
hundred!and!twenty!millilitres!of!glycerol!was!added!to!the!combined!solutions!and!the!
final!haematoxylin!solution!stored!at!ambient!temperature!in!the!dark.!!
Scott’s)Tap)Water)
2%!(w/v)!MgSO4!
0.35%!(w/v)!NaHCO3!
Made!up!to!one!litre!using!dH2O!
!
Appendix(I:IV(–(Immunofluorescence(reagents(
IF)anti7fade)mountant)
0.1%!(w/v)!p1PhenylendiaminoDihydrochloride!in!90%!(w/v)!glycerol!in!PBS.!
Adjusted!to!pH!8.0!using!carbonate1bicarbonate!buffer!at!pH9.6!
!
Appendix(I:V(–(Western(blot(reagents(
2x)SDS)Lysis)buffer)
20%!(v/v)!glycerol!
2%!(w/v)!Sodium!Dodecyl!Sulphate!
125mM!Tris1HCL!(pH!6.8)!
0.42g!Sodium!fluoride!(NaF)!
18.4mg!Sodium!orthovanadate!(Na3PO4)!
0.446g!tetra1Sodium!pyrophosphate!
Made!up!to!a!total!volume!of!50mL!using!dH2O,!aliquoted!and!stored!at!120°C!
!
!
!
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Protease)inhibitor)cocktail)(PIC))content)
104mM!AEBSF!
80μM!Aprotinin!
4mM!Bestatin!
1.4mM!E164!
2mM!Leupeptin!
1.5mM!Pepstatin!A!
1x)Transfer)buffer)
12mM!Tris!
96mM!Glycine!
20%!(v/v)!Methanol!
Made!up!to!one!litre!with!dH2O.!
10x)Ponceau)red)
5g!Ponceau!
10mL!glacial!acetic!acid!
Made!up!to!100mL!with!dH2O.!
Western)blot)TBS)
10mM!Tris!
140mM!NaCl!
Made!up!to!one!litre!using!dH2O!and!pH!adjusted!to!7.4!
Western)blot)TBS7Tween)20)
10mM!Tris!
140mM!NaCl!
0.1%!(w/v)!Tween®!20!
Made!up!to!one!litre!using!dH2O!and!pH!adjusted!to!7.4!
!
! !
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Appendix(I:VI(–(Alkaline(phosphatase(reagents(
Alkaline)phosphatase)TBS)
0.2M!Tris1HCL!pH!7.6!
0.6M!NaCl!
Made!up!to!one!litre!using!dH2O!and!pH!adjusted!to!8.218.3!
!
Appendix(I:VII(–(CSA(immunohistochemistry(reagents(
TBST)
0.05M!Tris1HCL!
0.3M!NaCl!
0.1%!(w/v)!Tween®!20!
Made!up!to!one!litre!using!dH2O.!
!
! !
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Appendices(II(–(Method(development(and(characterisation(
(
(
Appendix(II:I.(Confirmation(of(porcine(bladder(decellularisation(of(batch(
JBU/PB21_05_09SJB(using(H&E(and(H33258(staining.(Following!the!decellularisation!
process,!biopsies!of!the!porcine!bladder!matrix!from!three!anatomical!areas!of!the!bladder!
were!processed!into!paraffin1wax!and!sections!either!stained!with!H&E!or!H33258!followed!
by!visualisation!with!brightfield!or!fluorescent!microscopy.!Camera!exposures!for!
fluorescent!images!were!set!using!the!porcine!bladder!tissue!stained!with!Hoechst!33258.!
Scale!bars!represent!100!microns.!
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(
(
Appendix(II:II.(Confirmation(of(porcine(bladder(decellularisation(of(batch(
JBU/PB14_10_09SJB(using(H&E(and(H33258(staining.(Following!the!decellularisation!
process,!biopsies!of!the!porcine!bladder!matrix!from!three!anatomical!areas!of!the!bladder!
were!processed!into!paraffin1wax!and!sections!either!stained!with!H&E!or!H33258!followed!
by!visualisation!with!brightfield!or!fluorescent!microscopy.!Camera!exposures!for!
fluorescent!images!were!set!using!porcine!bladder!tissue!stained!with!Hoechst!33258.!Scale!
bars!represent!100!microns.!
(
( (
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(
(
Appendix(II:III.(Confirmation(of(porcine(bladder(decellularisation(of(batch(
JBU/PB02_10_10SJB(using(H&E(and(H33258(staining.(Following!the!decellularisation!
process,!biopsies!of!the!porcine!bladder!matrix!from!three!anatomical!areas!of!the!bladder!
were!processed!into!paraffin1wax!and!sections!either!stained!with!H&E!or!H33258!followed!
by!visualisation!with!brightfield!or!fluorescent!microscopy.!Camera!exposures!for!
fluorescent!images!were!set!using!porcine!bladder!tissue!stained!with!Hoechst!33258.!Scale!
bars!represent!100!microns.!
(
( (
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(
(
Appendix(II:IV.(Phase(contrast(images(of(the(contact(cytotoxicity(assay(of(porcine(bladder(
matrix(batch(JBU/PB02_10_10SJB.(Dotted!line!represents!the!interface!between!the!Steri1
strip™,!native!porcine!bladder!matrix!or!the!SDS!pre1treated!porcine!bladder!matrix.!
Human!urinary!tract!stromal!cells!were!cultured!for!48!hours!before!phase!contrast!images!
were!captured.!Images!from!three!intra1assay!replicates!are!shown.!
(
( (
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(
(
Appendix(II:V.(Isotype(control(immunofluorescence(labelling(of(a(panel(of(tissues(to(
confirm(the(specificity(of(indirect(labelling(using(a(fluorochrome:conjugated(secondary(
antibody.!Antigens!were!retrieved!on!formalin1fixed,!paraffin!embedded!tissue!and!tissue!
sections!incubated!with!in!relevant!isotype!control!at!a!concentration!equal!to!the!highest!
concentration!of!primary!antibody!used.!Labelling!was!then!determined!using!a!
fluorochrome1conjugated!secondary!antibody.!Scale!bar!represents!100!microns.!
(
( (
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(
Appendix(II:VI.(Isotype(control(immunohistochemical(labelling(of(a(panel(of(tissues(to(
confirm(the(specificity(of(indirect(labelling(using(a(biotinylated(secondary(antibody.!
Antigens!were!retrieved!on!formalin1fixed,!paraffin!wax1embedded!tissue!and!tissue!
sections!incubated!with!the!relevant!isotype!control!at!a!concentration!equal!to!the!highest!
concentration!of!primary!antibody!used.!Labelling!was!then!determined!using!a!biotin1
conjugated!secondary!antibody!and!either!alkaline!phosphatase!(A)!or!horseradish!
peroxidase!(B1D).!Scale!bar!represents!100!microns.!
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(
(
Appendix(II:VII.(Isotype(control(immunofluorescent(labelling(of(cytospun(preparations(of(
PBMC(to(determine(the(specificity(of(labelling(using(a(fluorochrome:conjugated(
secondary(antibody.!Methanol:acetone!fixed!PBMC!were!incubated!with!the!isotype!
control!at!a!concentration!equal!to!the!highest!concentration!of!primary!antibody!used.!
Labelling!was!then!detected!using!a!fluorochrome1conjugated!secondary!antibody.!Scale!
bar!represents!100!microns.!
!
!
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Appendices(III(:(Development(of(a(biomaterial:organ(culture(system(to(interrogate(
events(at(a(urinary(tract:biomaterial(interface.(
!
!
Appendix(III:I.(Fluorescent(immunolabelling(of(tissue(sections(from(the(porcine:human(
biomaterial:organ(culture(system(using(human(ureter(Y1129(with(the(antibody(MAC387.!
The!biomaterial1tissue!interface!is!shown!is!micrographs!A,!C!and!E!and!the!central!regions!
of!the!tissue!are!shown!in!micrographs!B,!D!and!F.!Positive!labelling!with!MAC387!(green!
and!arrows)!is!observed!at!the!biomaterial1tissue!interface!at!day!11.!H33258!staining!is!
shown!in!blue.!Scale!bars!represent!100.!
!
!
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!
Appendix(III:II.(Fluorescent(immunolabelling(for(CD68(expression(in(the(porcine:human(
biomaterial:organ(culture(system(using(donor(human(ureter(Y1129.!The!biomaterial1
tissue!interface!is!shown!is!micrographs!A,!C!and!E!and!the!central!regions!of!the!tissue!are!
shown!in!micrographs!B,!D!and!F.!Positive!labelling!for!CD68!(green!and!arrows)!expression!
is!observed!at!the!biomaterial1tissue!interface!at!days!6!and!11.!H33258!staining!is!shown!
in!blue.!Scale!bars!represent!100!microns.!
!
! !
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(
Appendix(III:III.(Immunoperoxidase(labelling(of(CD80(expression(on(histological(sections(
of(the(biomaterial:organ(culture(construct(Y1132.!The!biomaterial1tissue!interface!is!
shown!is!micrographs!A,!B,!E,!F,!I!and!J!the!central!regions!of!the!tissue!are!shown!in!
micrographs!C,!D,!G,!H,!K!and!L.!Cells!present!in!the!biological!scaffold!are!negative!for!
CD80!expression!(arrows).!Positive!control!labelling!was!confirmed!using!human!colon!
tissue!as!shown!on!chapter!3.!Scale!bars!represent!100!microns.!
!
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)
)
Appendix(III*IV.(Immunoperoxidase(labelling(of(CD163(in(the(porcine:human(biomaterial*
organ(culture(system(Y1129.)Photomicrographs)show)biomaterial8tissue)interface)over)the)
eleven8day)time)course)(A8C).)Dotted)line)on)photomicrographs)A)and)B)highlight)
biomaterial8tissue)interface.)Black)box)on)day)11)photomicrograph)(C))indicates)orientation)
and)location)of)higher)magnification)image.)Scale)bars)represent)100)microns.)
) )
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)
)
Appendix(III*V.(Immunoperoxidase(labelling(of(CD163(in(the(porcine:human(biomaterial*
organ(culture(system(Y1132.)Photomicrographs)show)biomaterial8tissue)interface)over)the)
eleven8day)time)course)(A8C).)Dotted)line)on)photomicrographs)A)and)B)highlight)
biomaterial8tissue)interface.)Black)box)on)day)11)photomicrograph)(C))indicates)orientation)
and)location)of)higher)magnification)image.)Scale)bars)represent)100)microns.)
)
)
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)
)
Appendix(III*VI.(Immunoperoxidase(labelling(of(CD68(on(histological(sections(of(porcine:human(biomaterial*organ(culture(using(donor(tissue(Y1193(in(
the(presence(of(hydrocortisone(hemisuccinate(harvested(at(days(6(and(11.(The)biomaterial6tissue)interface)is)shown)is)micrographs)A,)B,)E)and)F)the)
central)regions)of)the)tissue)are)shown)in)micrographs)C,)D,)G)and)H.)Arrow)on)image)B)shows)indicated)cell)in)image)A.)Black)box)on)image)F)represent)area)
of)high)magnification)image)E.)Scale)bars)represent)100)microns.)
)
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)
)
Appendix(III*VII.(Immunoperoxidase(labelling(of(CD163(on(histological(sections(of(porcine:human(biomaterial*organ(culture(using(donor(tissue(Y1193(in(
the(presence(of(hydrocortisone(hemisuccinate(harvested(at(days(6(and(11.(The)biomaterial6tissue)interface)is)shown)is)micrographs)A,)B,)E)and)F)the)
central)regions)of)the)tissue)are)shown)in)micrographs)C,)D,)G)and)H.)Arrow)on)image)B)shows)indicated)cell)in)image)A.)Black)box)on)image)F)represent)area)
of)high)magnification)image)E.)Scale)bars)represent)100)microns.)
)
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Appendices)IV)–)Nuclear)receptor)modulation)of)CD163)expression)
)
)
Appendix)IV<I.)Whole)Western)blot)membrane)images)of)CD68)expression)by)PBMC)and)
monocyte<derived)macrophages.)Protein)lysates)from)matched)whole)PBMC)taken)directly)
following)isolation)from)peripheral)blood)and)adherent)mononuclear)cells)seeded)onto)a)
glass)substrate)for)11)days)from)two)independent)donors)were)separated)on)a)4A12%)(w/v))
BisATris)gel.)Lane)1)–)Human)liver)microsomes)positive)control)for)CD163.)Lane)2)–)014A002)
Whole)PBMC.)Lane)3)–)014A002)Macrophages.)Lane)4)–)020A001)Whole)PBMC.)Lane)5)–)
020A001)Macrophages.)Labelling)of)βAActin)was)used)as)a)loading)control.)Antibodies)were)
added)sequentially)to)the)PVDF)membrane,)CD68>βAActin.)
) )
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)
)
Appendix)IV<II.)Whole)Western)blot)membrane)images)of)CD163,)GCR)and)PPARγ )
expression)by)PBMC)and)monocyte<derived)macrophages.)Protein)lysates)from)donor)
matched)whole)PBMC)taken)directly)following)isolation)from)peripheral)blood)and)
adherent)mononuclear)cells)seeded)onto)a)glass)substrate)for)11)days)were)separated)on)a)
4A12%)(w/v))BisATris)gel.)Lane)1)–)Human)liver)microsomes)positive)control)for)CD163.)Lane)
2)–)014A002)Whole)PBMC.)Lane)3)–)014A002)Macrophages.)Lane)4)–)020A001)Whole)PBMC.)
Lane)5)–)020A001)Macrophages.)Primary)antibodies)against)PPARγ,)CD163,)GCR)and)βAActin)
were)added)sequentially)to)the)PVDF)membrane,)PPARγ>GCR>CD163>βAActin)and)
expression)detected)with)an)IRADyeAconjugated)secondary)antibody.)Labelling)of)βAActin)
was)used)as)a)loading)control.)
) )
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)
)
Appendix)IV<III.)Whole)Western)blot)images)of)CD68)protein)expression)by)adherent)
PBMC.)Protein)lysates)from)adherent)PBMC)from)two)independent)donors)were)extracted)
from)human)liver)microsomes)were)separated)on)a)4A12%)(w/v))BisATris)gel)and)CD68)
expression)was)detected)by)Western)blot.)Labelling)of)βAActin)was)used)as)a)loading)
control.)Antibodies)were)added)sequentially)to)the)PVDF)membrane,)CD68>βAActin.)
)
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)
)
Appendix)IV<IV.)Whole)Western)blot)membrane)images)of)CD163)protein)expression)by)
adherent)PBMC.)Protein)lysates)from)adherent)PBMC)from)two)independent)donors)and)
protein)extracts)from)human)liver)microsomes)were)separated)on)a)4A12%)(w/v))BisATris)gel)
and)CD163)protein)expression)was)detected)by)Western)blot.)Labelling)of)βAActin)was)used)
as)a)loading)control.)Antibodies)were)added)sequentially)to)the)PVDF)membrane,)CD163>βA
Actin.)
)
) )
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)
)
Appendix)IV<V.)Gating)of)‘live’)peripheral)blood)monocytes)from)donors)007<01,)008<001)
and)009<001)using)FS)Lin)and)SS)Lin)and)a)dead)cell)marker.)Peripheral)blood)monocytes)
were)gated)based)on)the)FS)Lin)and)SS)Lin)properties)of)the)cells)as)described)in)chapter)
three.)‘Live’)cells)were)gated)using)the)LIVE/DEAD)stain)(red)bar))as)described)in)chapter)
three.)
) )
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)
)
Appendix)IV<VI.)CD163)expression)by)CD11b+)peripheral)blood)monocytes)from)donors)
005<001,)018<001)and)019<001.)Isolated)peripheral)blood)mononuclear)cells)were)labelled)
with)APC)conjugated)antiACD11b)and)FITCAconjugated)antiACD163)antibodies.)Human)
peripheral)blood)monocytes)were)gated)based)on)FS)Lin)and)SS)Lin)and)dead)cells)excluded)
from)the)analysis)(Appendix)IVAVII).)Analysis)regions)for)CD11b,)CD163)labelling)were)set)
using)the)fluorescent)profiles)of)the)APCAIgG)and)FITCAIgG)isotype)controls)for)each)donor.)
Percentage)of)double)positive)cells)shown.)
) )
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)
)
Appendix)IV<VII.)Gating)of)‘live’)peripheral)blood)monocytes)from)donors)005<001,)018<
001)and)019<001)using)FS)Lin)and)SS)Lin)and)a)dead)cell)marker)from)donors.)Peripheral)
blood)monocytes)were)gated)based)on)the)FS)Lin)and)SS)Lin)properties)of)the)cells)as)
described)in)chapter)three.)‘Live’)cells)were)gated)using)the)LIVE/DEAD)stain)(red)bar))as)
described)in)chapter)three.)
) )
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)
)
Appendix)IV<VIII.)Gating)of)‘live’)monocyte<derived)macrophages)from)donors)001<003,)
012<002)and)016<001)using)FS)Lin)and)SS)Lin)and)a)dead)cell)marker.)MonocyteAderived)
macrophages,)harvested)for)flow)cytometry)following)11)days)in)culture,)were)gated)based)
on)the)FS)Lin)and)SS)Lin)properties)of)the)cells)as)described)in)chapter)three.)‘Live’)cells)
were)gated)using)the)LIVE/DEAD)stain)(red)box))as)described)in)chapter)three.)
)
) )
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)
)
Appendix)IV<IX.)Whole)Western)blot)membrane)images)of)CD163)or)glucocorticoid)
receptor)expression)by)THP<1)cells.)THPA1)cell)protein)lysates)were)separated)on)a)3A8%)
(w/v))TrisAAcetate)gel)and)CD163)and)GCR)expression)determined)by)Western)blot.)Lane)1)
–)Medium)only.)Lane)2)–)Medium)+)chloroform.)Lane)3)–)PMA)only.)Lane)4)–)PMA)+)
Ethanol.)Lane)5)–)PMA)+)Dexamethasone.)Medium)plus)chloroform)was)the)vehicle)control)
for)the)PMA.)PMA)plus)ethanol)was)the)vehicle)control)for)the)dexamethasone.)Labelling)of)
βAActin)was)used)as)a)loading)control.)IgG)control)showed)that)the)IRAconjugated)secondary)
antibody)did)not)label)the)membrane)nonAspecifically.)
)
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)
Appendix)IV<X.)Preliminary)data)on)the)effect)of)PPARγ )activation)on)the)expression)of)
CD80)by)monocyte<derived)macrophages.)Day)11)monocyteAderived)macrophages)from)
donor)005A003)were)either)cultured)in)complete)PBMC)medium)only)(AAC))or)complete)
PBMC)medium)containing)troglitazone)for)48)hours)followed)by)nine)days)in)complete)
PBMC)medium)(DAF).)Fixed)cells)were)immunolabelled)for)CD80)expression.)32Abit)
greyscale)images)of)H33258)staining)and)CD80)expression)were)merged)to)produce)a)
colour)image.)Scale)bar)represent)100)microns.)
)
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)
)
Appendix)IV<XI.)Preliminary)data)on)the)effect)of)PPARγ )activation)on)the)expression)of)
CD163)by)monocyte<derived)macrophages.)Day)11)monocyteAderived)macrophages)from)
donor)005A003)were)either)cultured)in)complete)PBMC)medium)only)(AAC))or)complete)
PBMC)medium)containing)troglitazone)for)48)hours)followed)by)nine)days)in)complete)
PBMC)medium)(DAF).)Fixed)cells)were)immunolabelled)for)CD163)expression.)32Abit)
greyscale)images)of)H33258)staining)and)CD163)expression)were)merged)to)produce)a)
colour)image.)Scale)bar)represent)100)microns.)
) )
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)
)
Appendix)IV<XII.)Preliminary)data)on)the)effect)of)PPARγ )inhibition)on)the)expression)of)
CD80)by)monocyte<derived)macrophages.)Day)11)monocyteAderived)macrophages)from)
donor)013A002)were)either)cultured)in)complete)PBMC)medium)only)(AAC))or)complete)
PBMC)medium)containing)T0070907)(DAF).)Fixed)cells)were)immunolabelled)for)CD80)
expression.)32Abit)greyscale)images)of)H33258)staining)and)CD80)expression)were)merged)
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